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Abstract- Every nation is recognized by its tradition and cultural heritage. India is a country with its rich and glorious 
history. The Historical evidences are written documents in the form of various inscriptions and manuscripts. A great deal of 
effort is being made to prevent their degradation from globalization and natural calamities. A lot of research is also done in 
finding methods to digitize these documents so that they can immortalize. Saving those signs of history and cultural heritage 
are most crucial for not only India but also for every other nation. This paper is based on the method for matching stone 
inscripted Kannada characters using the Kannada stone inscriptions images by Scale Invariant Feature Transform Algorithm. 
This approach of matching characters can robustly match the characters among the group of characters with various sizes 
and shapes, achieving near real-time performance. The features of a Kannada character is highly distinctive, in the sense that 
a single feature can be correctly matched with high probability against another Kannada character features. Final verification 
of matching is achieved by finding the edges and Euclidian distance between all the characters in the images of stone 
inscriptions. Experimental results show that robust character matching can be achieved with less computation time. This 
paper describes the digitization of stone inscriptions available in and around Hassan, Karnataka state, India for 
documentation and matching of characters in the stone inscriptions. Further, the matched images of stone inscriptions are 
restored and processed for the purpose of archaeological studies. The authors achieve the matching accuracy of up to 89.5% 
with the computational time of not more than 15 seconds for complete system execution. This proposed work helps in the 
preservation of cultural heritage of our nation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Kannada is a language spoken in India predominantly 
in the state of Karnataka. The Kannada language is 
written using the Kannada script, which evolved from 
the 5th century Kadamba script. About 25000 
inscriptions found in Karnataka belongs to Kannada 
rulers like Kadambas, Rashtrakuta, Chalukya, 
Hoysala and the Vijayanagara Empire. Many 
inscriptions related to Buddhism and Jainism are 
unearthed. The inscriptions generally found are on 
stone (Shilashasana) .The Kannada inscriptions (Old 
Kannada, Kadamba script) found on historical Hero 
stone, coin and temple wall, pillar, tablet and rock 
edict. The inscriptions found are in Proto Kannada, 
Pre Old Kannada, Old Kannada, Middle Kannada and 
New Kannada. Old Kannada (HaleGannada) was the 
language of Banavasi in the early Common Era, 
the Satavahanaand Kadamba periods and hence has a 
history of over 2000 years. The grammar of the 
ancient Kannada language was in general more 
complex than of modern Kannada. 
 
This paper describes the Kannada character matching 
in stone in-scripted images with their characters 
features that have many properties that make them 
suitable for matching of different images. 
 
The major stages in stone in-scripted Kannada 
characters matching include the following: 

 Extracting the information from stone 
inscriptions (Input images). 

 Cropping the characters from images 
 Pre-processing of the images  
 Character matching in images using SIFT 

algorithm in both horizontal and vertical 
direction. 

 
This reports the digitization of inscriptions available 
in and around Hassan, Karnataka state, India for 
documentation and matching of characters in the 
stone inscriptions. Further, matched images of stone 
inscriptions are restored and processed for the 
purpose of archaeological studies. 
 
II. RELATED RESEARCHES 
 
Preprocessing and Image Enhancement Algorithms 
for a Form-based Intelligent Character Recognition 
System is the work of Dipti Deodhare and R. Amit. A 
Form-based Intelligent Character Recognition 
(ICR) System for handwritten forms, besides 
others, includes functional components for form 
registration, character image extraction and 
character image classification [1]. Automatic 
recognition and classification of handwritten 
character images is a complex task. The 
preprocessing components of the system, form 
registration and character image extraction, are 
well designed. Discussion is based on the form 
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image registration technique and the image 
masking and image improvement techniques.  
 
Distinctive Image Features from Scale-Invariant 
Keypoints by David G. Lowe deals with extracting 
distinctive invariant features from images that can be 
used to perform reliable matching between different 
views of an object or scene [2]. The features are 
invariant to image scale and rotation, and are shown 
to provide robust matching across a substantial range 
of affine distortion, change in 3D viewpoint, addition 
of noise, and change in illumination. The features are 
highly distinctive, in the sense that a single feature 
can be correctly matched with high probability 
against a large database of features from many 
images. 
 
Shape Matching and Object Recognition Using Shape 
Contexts is the work of Serge Belongie, Member, 
IEEE,Jitendra Malik, Corresponding points on two 
similar shapes will have similar shape contexts, 
enabling us to solve for correspondences as an 
optimal assignment problem. Given the point 
correspondences, they estimate the transformation 
that best aligns the two shapes regularized thin plate 
spines provide a flexible class of transformation maps 
for this purpose [3]. 
 
Local Feature View Clustering for 3D Object 
Recognition is the work of David G. Lowe Computer 
Science Department University of British Columbia; 
this work provides a method for combining multiple 
images of a 3D object into a single model 
representation. This provides for recognition of 3D 
objects from any viewpoint, the generalization of 
models to non-rigid changes, and improved 
robustness through the combination of features 
acquired under a range of imaging conditions [4]. A 
new probabilistic model is developed to reduce the 
false positive matches that would otherwise arise due 
to loosened geometric constraints on matching 3D 
and non-rigid models. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 1: Overview of stone in-scripted Kannada characters 

matching 

1. Input images: Here first we captured the stone 
inscripted images by using ordinary digital camera in 
traditional places like Belur, Halebidu...Etc 
2. Cropping the image: Cropping the characters in the 
image to desired sizes and shapes. Here, the 
unwanted background parts of the image are omitted. 
Cropping comes in handy to eliminate all the 
unwanted parts called as noise. This makes the 
feature more accurate and accordant. 
3. Pre-processing: Pre-processing covers all those 
functions carried out prior to feature extraction to 
produce a cleaned up version of the original image so 
that it can be used directly and efficiently by the 
feature extraction components of the Kannada 
characters matching.  
 
The steps involved in pre-processing are: 
 
Image Filtering: Median filter helps us by erasing the 
black dots, called the Pepper, and it also fills in white 
holes in the image, called Salt, impulse noise. The 
mean filter is better in preserving sharp edges. The 
median value is much like neighborhood pixels and 
will not affect the other pixels significantly. Median 
filtering is popular in removing salt and pepper noise 
and works by replacing the pixel value with the 
median value in the neighborhood of that pixel when 
applied. 
Edge detection: The Edge Detection block finds 
edges by looking for the local maxima of the gradient 
of the input image. It calculates the gradient using the 
derivative of the Gaussian filter. 
Morphological image processing involves: 

 Dilation: The basic effect of the dilation on a 
binary image is to gradually enlarge the 
boundaries of regions of foreground pixels 
(i.e. white pixels, typically). Thus areas of 
foreground pixels grow in size while holes 
within those regions become smaller. 

 Erosion: Thinning process is called as 
erosion, it removes selected parts of 
foreground pixels of a binary image. It is 
somewhat like eroding the selected image to 
leave just the skeleton of it. 

4. Image matching using SIFT: Scale Invariant 
Feature Transform (SIFT) is an approach for 
extracting distinctive invariant features from images, 
and it has been successfully applied to many 
computer vision problems. SIFT keypoints of objects 
are first extracted from a set of reference images and 
stored in a database. An object is recognized in an 
image by individually comparing each feature from 
the image to the database and finding candidate 
matching features based on Euclidean distance of 
their feature vectors. From the full set of matches, 
subsets of keypoints that agree on the object and its 
location, scale, and orientation in the new image are 
identified to filter out good matches. The 
determination of consistent clusters is performed 
rapidly by using an efficient hash table 
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implementation of the generalized Hough transform. 
Each cluster of 3 or more features that agree on an 
object and its pose is then subject to further detailed 
model verification and subsequently outliers are 
discarded. Finally the probability that a particular set 
of features indicates the presence of an object is 
computed, given the accuracy of fit and number of 
probable false matches. Object matches that pass all 
these tests can be identified as correct with high 
confidence. 
 
Here the matching of stone inscriptions Kannada 
characters is done both in horizontal and vertical 
directions by considering euclidean distance. 
 
The SIFT algorithm involves: 
 
1. Scale-space extrema detection: 
 
Scale space parameters: 
 
The SIFT detector and descriptor are constructed 
from the Gaussian scale space of the source image 
I(x).  
The Gaussian scale space is the function 
 
G(x,y,σ) = (gσ *I)(x,y)   (1)  
 
Where “gσ” is an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 
variance ‘σ2I’, ‘x’ is the spatial coordinate and ‘σ’ is 
the scale coordinate.  
 
Scale spaces: 
 
 Scale space is a function ‘F(x, y, σ)’ R of a spatial 
coordinate ‘x  R2’ and a scale coordinate ‘σ  R’. 
Since a scale space ‘F (x, y, σ)’ typically represents 
the same information at various scales σ  R, its 
domain is sampled in a particular way in order to 
reduce the redundancy. 
 
Scale space definition is as given in below equation 
for the input image I(x, y), 
 
     (2) 
 
where, G(x,y,σ) is given by 
 
 
 
 
The scale coordinate ‘σ’ is discretized in logarithmic 
steps according to 
 
σ (s; o) = σ02o+s/S   (3) 
s = 0……S – 1, o  Z; 
where ‘o’ is the octave index, ‘s’ is the scale index, ‘S 

 N’ is the scale resolution and ‘σ0  R’ is the base 
scale offset, it is possible to have octaves of negative 
index. 

The Difference of Gaussians (DOG) scale space is the 
scale derivative of the Gaussian scale space ‘G(x; σ)’ 
along the scale coordinate ‘σ’. It is given by; 
 
D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ)-G(x, y, σ))*I(x,y) 
    =F(x, y, kσ) - F(x, y, σ) (4) 
 
Scale space construction:  
 
First, it is a particularly efficient function to compute, 
as the smoothed images, F need to be computed in 
any case for scale space feature description, and D 
can therefore be computed by simple image 
subtraction.    

 

 
Fig 2: Scale space construction 

 
For each octave of scale space, the initial image is 
repeatedly convolved with Gaussians to produce the 
set of scale space images shown on the left. Adjacent 
Gaussian images are subtracted to produce the 
difference of Gaussian images on the right. After 
each octave, the Gaussian image is down-sampled by 
a factor of 2, and the process repeated. 

 
Fig 3: Finding Extrema 

 
2. Keypoint Localization: 
 
Once a peak candidate has been found by comparing 
a pixel to its neighbors, the next step is to perform a 
detailed fit to the nearby data for location, edge 
response, and peak magnitude. 
 
This information allows points to be rejected that 
have low contrast (and are therefore sensitive to 
noise) or are poorly localized along an edge.3D 
quadratic function is fit to the local sample points. It 
start with Taylor expansion of the scale-space 
function, ‘D(x, y, σ)’, shifted so that the origin is at 
the sample point, 
 

      (5) 
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where D and its derivatives are evaluated at the 
sample point and ‘X = (x, y, σ)T’  is the offset from 
this point.  
 
For stability, it is not sufficient to reject keypoints 
with low contrast. The difference-of-Gaussian 
function will have a strong response along edges, 
even if the location along the edge is poorly 
determined and therefore unstable to small amounts 
of noise. So orientation assignment should be done. 
 
3. Orientation assignment: 
By assigning a consistent orientation to each keypoint 
based on local image properties, the keypoint 
descriptor can be represented relative to this 
orientation and therefore achieve invariance to image 
rotation. 
 
The scale of the keypoint is used to select the 
Gaussian smoothed image, F, with the closest scale, 
as all computations must be performed in a scale-
invariant manner. For each image sample, ‘F(x, y)’, 
the gradient magnitude, m, and orientation, ‘θ’, is 
precomputed using pixel differences. An orientation 
histogram is formed from the gradient orientations at 
all sample points within a circular window around the 
keypoint.  
Orientation assignment performed is given by 
 

 
 
4. Keypoint descriptor: 
Descriptor has 3 dimensions (x, y, θ). The descriptor 
then becomes a vector of all the values of these 
histograms. Since there are 4 x 4 = 16 histograms 
each with 8 bins the vector has 128 elements. This 
vector is then normalized to unit length in order to 
enhance invariance to affine changes in illumination. 
To reduce the effects of non-linear illumination a 
threshold of 0.2 is applied and the vector is again 
normalized. Longer descriptors continue to do better 
but not by much and there is an additional danger of 
increased sensitivity to distortion and occlusion. It is 
also shown that feature matching accuracy is above 
50% for viewpoint changes of up to 50 degrees. 
Therefore SIFT descriptors are invariant to changes. 
 

 
Fig 4: Descriptor 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
4.1: Pre-processing result: 
The following images are taken with an ordinary 
digital camera in traditional places like Belur, 
Halebidu, and Maharaja Park in Hassan...etc and then 
cropping of characters in the images to desired shapes 
and sizes has been made. These cropped images are 
used as the input images for pre-processing. 
 

 

 
Fig 5: Set of input images for preprocessing 

 

 

 
Fig 6: Preprocessed output set of images 

 
The preprocessed output set of images are used as 
inputs for both horizontal and vertical characters 
matching result analysis to achieve significant 
matching efficiency. 
 
4.2: Horizontal characters matching     results: 
The preprocessed images are given as input images 
for horizontal characters matching result analysis. 
1. Matching of input images with variable Euclidean 
distances between the characters 

 
Fig 7: Input image 1 

 

 
Fig 8: Input image 2 

 

 
Fig 9: Output image after horizontal matching with variable 

Euclidean distance between the characters 
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The input images with variable Euclidean distance 
between the characters achieve the characters 
matching of up to 81%.   
 
2. Matching of input images with variable sized 
characters 

 
Fig 10: Input image 3 

 

 
Fig 11: Input image 4 

Fig 12: Output image after horizontal matching with variable 
sized characters 

 
The input images with variable sized characters 
achieve the characters matching of up to 86%.   
4.3: Vertical characters matching results: 
The preprocessed images are given as input images 
for vertical characters matching result analysis. 
1. Matching of input images with variable Euclidean 
distances between the characters 

 
Fig 13: Input image 5 

 
Fig 14: Input image 6 

 
Fig 15: Output image after vertical matching with variable 

Euclidean distance between the characters 

The input images with variable Euclidean distance 
between the characters achieve the characters 
matching of up to 88%.   
 
2. Matching of input images with variable sized 
characters 
 

 
Fig 16: Input image 7 

 

 
Fig 17: Input image 8 

 

 
Fig 18: Output image after vertical matching with variable 

sized characters 
 
The input images with variable sized characters 
achieve the characters matching of up to 89%.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The images used as inputs in this paper are taken 
from an ordinary digital camera and then also the 
efficiency of matching of characters from those 
images is highly appreciated. The large number of 
features in a typical image allow for robust 
recognition under partial blocks in jumbled images. 
The keypoints described in this paper are particularly 
useful due to their distinctiveness, which enables the 
near correct match for a keypoint of the characters in 
different stone inscripted images.Thus, SIFT 
algorithm can be used for characters matching of 
stone in-scripted Kannada characters in both 
horizontal and vertical directions. Further, matched 
images of stone inscriptions are restored and 
processed for the purpose of archaeological studies 
this helps in the preservation of cultural heritage of 
our nation from globalization and natural calamities. 
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